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REYL Intesa Sanpaolo receives two Private Banker International 

awards, including “Outstanding Private Bank – Western 

European region” 

 
London, 12 June 2024. REYL Intesa Sanpaolo is proud to have been awarded “Outstanding 

Private Bank – Western European region” and “Outstanding Private Bank for Philanthropy 

Proposition” during Private Banker International’s awards ceremony held on the 11th of June in 

London.  

 

The Private Banking & Wealth Management London Awards, hosted by Private Banker 

International, honour large-scale achievements and recognise leaders in the wealth 

management industry. After a thorough selection process, the judging panel – comprised of 

investment professionals and specialised journalists – cited the high value-added client and 

philanthropic initiatives developed by REYL Intesa Sanpaolo in its endeavour to promote 

innovation and impact in all business areas.  

 

In a context of solid growth, the Group continues to stand out for its personalised solutions, 

based on managing the assets and challenges of entrepreneurs, family offices, and institutional 

investors throughout their entire life cycle. Its added value lies in its capacity to take a genuine 

interest in its clients’ real-life goals and aspirations and to address such needs with innovative 

and sustainable solutions. 

 

REYL Intesa Sanpaolo attaches the utmost importance to conducting its affairs as a responsible 

member of society. Examples of the Group’s philanthropic initiatives include its recently 

renewed partnership with Swiss Paralympic, the umbrella organisation for Swiss paralympic 

athletes, ahead of the 2024 Summer Paralympic Games in Paris. REYL Intesa Sanpaolo also 

supports the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the largest international 

environmental non-governmental organisation, which provides the tools and projects to 

enable societies, economies, and nature to thrive together.  

 

Chief Executive Officer François Reyl commented: “Our emphasis on innovation and client 

service is what feeds the success of our business model. We reflect our pragmatic and creative 

approach in our philanthropic efforts, supporting causes where we believe we can make a 

tangible difference. Our consistent growth is owed to the cohesiveness of our teams, our 

entrepreneurial spirit, and our long-term commitment to meeting our clients’ objectives with 

genuine interest. We are eager to pursue this strategy in the years to come by relying on the 

expertise of our Wealth Management, Corporate Finance, Asset Services, and Asset 

Management business lines.” 

 

 

About REYL Intesa Sanpaolo 

www.reyl.com 

 

Founded in 1973, REYL Intesa Sanpaolo is a diversified banking group with offices in Switzerland 

(Geneva, headquarters, Zurich, Lugano), Europe (London, Luxembourg, Malta) and the rest of 

the world (Singapore, Dubai). It manages assets in excess of CHF 20 billion (more than CHF 30 

billion including minority interests) and employs some 400 professionals. In 2021, it entered into 

a strategic partnership with Fideuram - Intesa Sanpaolo Private Banking, a leading European 

banking player. Fideuram ISPB currently holds a 71% stake in REYL & Cie Ltd. 

 

http://www.reyl.com/
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Developing an innovative approach to banking, REYL Intesa Sanpaolo serves a clientele of 

international entrepreneurs and institutional investors through its Wealth 

Management, Corporate Finance, Asset Services, and Asset Management business lines. It has 

further diversified its activities in the areas of impact investing, taking a data-driven and 

evidence-based approach to the integration of sustainability issues into wealth management 

practices, and of digital banking for mass affluent clients via the incubation of Alpian Ltd, a 

Swiss digital bank in which the Bank holds a minority stake, and which obtained its banking 

licence in 2022.  

 

In December 2021, REYL Intesa Sanpaolo acquired a 40% stake in 1875 Finance Ltd, a Geneva-

based multi-family office and independent asset manager with over CHF 12 billion of assets 

under management. 

  

REYL & Cie Ltd is licensed as a bank in Switzerland and performs its activities under the 

supervision of the Swiss Financial Market regulator (FINMA). Its subsidiaries are also regulated by 

the FCA in the UK, the MFSA in Malta, the MAS in Singapore, the DFSA in Dubai and the SEC in 

the United States. 
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